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RANDALL MANUFACTURING INTRODUCES ITS OWN LINE OF INDUSTRIAL AND NOISE CURTAIN
WALLS
Elmhurst, IL (March 21, 2013) Randall announced today the expansion of their flexible, modular curtain
wall product line to include Industrial and Noise Curtain Wall solutions, available immediately. Industrial
and Noise Curtain Walls effectively and quickly divide warehouse and work spaces while protecting
employees and the work environment from harmful noise levels, environmental contaminants, and the
outside elements.
“Expanding our product line to complement our industry-leading, insulated curtain wall - InsulWall® provides us with a greater ability to meet the needs of facility and warehouse managers,” said Kristine
Grudis, warehouse territory manager. “Having a full line of insulated, non-insulated and noise curtain wall
options means that we can provide a flexible, modular wall solution to nearly any warehouse space
challenge.”

Randall Industrial and Noise Curtain Walls meet requirements for flame resistance:
 Randall Industrial Curtain Walls meet California Fire Marshal, NFPA-791, and ASTM E84 Class
A standards.
 Randall Noise Curtain Walls meet Class 1 flammability rating (per ASTM E84).
“We are proud to offer premium, customizable, Made in the United States, insulated and non-insulated
curtain walls,” said Fred Jevaney, president. “With the addition of Industrial and Noise Curtain Walls,
Randall is now a one-stop shop for curtain wall solutions – with our experienced sales team, our in-house
engineering and design team, and our network of installers.”

Key Features
Randall Industrial Curtain Walls
 Meets Fire Marshal standards
 Manage and protect work areas quickly and economically
 Easy to design, install and maintain
 Variety of vinyl, pvc, mesh and anti-static materials available
 High-temperature fabrics available
 Wide selection of colors and hardware

Randall Noise Curtain Walls
 Modular acoustical curtain panels
 Reinforced barrier back offers excellent durability and abuse resistance
 STC ratings up to 32, NRC ratings up to .85
 Class 1 flammability rating (per ASTM E84)
 Barrier decibel reduction up to 27
 Composite decibel reduction up to 32

To learn more about the Randall Warehouse products visit, www.randallmfg.com/warehouse or
call 800-323-7424.
About Randall Manufacturing – Warehouse
Randall Manufacturing provides warehouses, facilities and workplaces with flexible, modular curtain wall
®

solutions – InsulWall , Randall Industrial Curtain Walls, Randall Noise Curtain Wall - insulated covers,
and temperature solutions for the door. Randall’s team works with each customer to meet their unique
specifications and requirements.
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